In this work, we propose a systematic way of computing a low-rank globally adapted localized Tucker-tensor basis for solving the Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) problem. In every iteration of the self-consistent field procedure of the Kohn-Sham DFT problem, we construct an additive separable approximation of the KohnSham Hamiltonian. The Tucker-tensor basis is chosen such as to span the tensor product of the one-dimensional eigenspaces corresponding to each of the spatially separable Hamiltonians, and the localized Tucker-tensor basis is constructed from localized representations of these one-dimensional eigenspaces. This Tucker-tensor basis forms a complete basis, and is naturally adapted to the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. Further, the locality of this basis in real-space allows us to exploit reduced-order scaling algorithms for the solution of the discrete Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem. In particular, we use Chebyshev filtering to compute the eigenspace of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, and evaluate nonorthogonal localized wave functions spanning the Chebyshev filtered space, all represented in the Tucker-tensor basis. We thereby compute the electron-density and other quantities of interest, using a Fermi-operator expansion of the Hamiltonian projected onto the subspace spanned by the nonorthogonal localized wave functions. Numerical results on benchmark examples involving pseudopotential calculations suggest an exponential convergence of the ground-state energy with the Tucker rank. Interestingly, the rank of the Tucker-tensor basis required to obtain chemical accuracy is found to be only weakly dependent on the system size, which results in close to linear-scaling complexity for Kohn-Sham DFT calculations for both insulating and metallic systems. A comparative study has revealed significant computational efficiencies afforded by the proposed Tucker-tensor approach in comparison to a plane-wave basis. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic structure calculations within the Kohn-Sham 28 density functional theory (DFT) [1, 2] have been very suc-29 cessful in providing significant insights into a wide range 30 of materials properties over the past decade by enabling 31 quantum-mechanically informed studies on ground-state ma-32 terials properties. The Kohn-Sham approach to DFT is based 33 on the key result by Hohenberg and Kohn [1] that the 34 ground-state properties of a materials system can be described 35 by a functional of electron density, which to date remains 36 unknown. However, Kohn and Sham [2] addressed this 37 challenge in an approximate sense by reducing the many-body 38 problem of interacting electrons to an equivalent problem of 39 noninteracting electrons in an effective mean field governed by 40 the electron density. This effective single-electron formulation 41 encompasses an unknown exchange-correlation term that in- 42 cludes the quantum-mechanical interaction between electrons, 43 which is modeled in practice, and the widely used models 44 have been successful in predicting a range of properties across 45 various materials systems. 46 However, the computational complexity of traditional calculations, it is desirable to develop computational methods 55 employing a systematically improvable and complete basis, 56 but which is also effective as that it can accurately capture the 57 electronic structure using a small number of basis functions 58 (small M). In addition, it is also desirable to develop computa- 59 tional methods that exhibit reduced-order scaling with system 60 size. To this end, this work develops an algorithm to construct 61 an efficient, yet complete, basis that is systematically adapted 62 to the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and combines this approach 63 with reduced-order scaling methods for the solution of the 64 Kohn-Sham problem to develop a computationally efficient 65 methodology for large-scale Kohn-Sham DFT calculations.
66
Among the complete basis sets employed in DFT calcula-67 tions, the plane-wave basis [3] [4] [5] is the most widely used, and 68 is naturally suited for the computation of bulk-properties of 69 materials. Although the plane-wave basis provides variational 70 convergence in the ground-state energy with exponential 71 convergence rate, the computations are restricted to periodic 72 geometries with periodic boundary conditions. Furthermore, 73 the plane-wave basis functions are extended in real space, and 74 this limits the scalability of numerical implementations on 75 parallel computing architectures. The other widely employed 76 basis sets include the atomic-orbital-type basis functions [6] [7] [8] , 77 which are reduced-order basis functions that provide good 78 accuracy with relatively few basis functions. However, these 79 basis sets do not constitute a complete basis and may not 80 offer systematic convergence for all materials systems. Also, 81 in some cases, parallel scalability across processors is limited 82 due to the nonlocality of these basis functions. Recent efforts 83 In addition to developing efficient basis functions, many reduced computational complexity. We refer to [20, 21] for [23] [24] [25] , Fermi-operator expansion type techniques [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , 113 density-matrix minimization [31, 32] , subspace projection type 114 methods [33, 34] ), or representing the density matrix in terms 115 of localized Wannier functions (Fermi-operator projection 116 method [35, 36] , orbital minimization approach [37, 38] ).
117
While these methods have been successful in achieving linear-118 scaling complexity for materials systems with a band gap, 119 the computational complexity can deviate significantly from 120 linear scaling for metallic systems with vanishing band gaps.
121
The development of reduced-order scaling techniques which 122 can handle both insulating and metallic systems in a unified 123 framework is still an active area of research [26, 27, 29, 30, 34] .
124
In this work, we exploit low-rank tensor-structured ap-125 proximations [39, 40] Hamiltonians. Using a localization procedure [46] , we con-152 struct a one-dimensional nonorthogonal localized basis span-153 ning the eigenspaces of the corresponding one-dimensional 154 Hamiltonians. We then construct the Tucker-tensor basis using 155 the tensor product of these one-dimensional localized basis 156 functions. The discrete Kohn-Sham eigenproblem is subse-157 quently computed by projecting the continuous problem onto 158 the space spanned by this Tucker-tensor basis, where all the 159 operations are conducted using tensor-structured algorithms. 160 The eigenspace corresponding to the occupied states of the 161 discrete Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is computed by Cheby-162 shev filtering followed by the computation of nonorthogonal 163 localized wave functions (represented in the Tucker-tensor 164 basis) spanning the eigenspace. The relevant quantities such 165 as the density matrix, the electron-density, and the band 166 energy are computed via Fermi-operator expansion of the 167 subspace-projected Hamiltonian onto the space spanned by 168 the nonorthogonal localized wave functions.
169
The proposed Tucker-tensor approach constructs a lo-170 calized tensor-structured basis adapted to the Kohn-Sham 171 Hamiltonian in every SCF iteration and consequently deviates 172 significantly from the usual fixed spatial basis sets currently 173 employed in DFT calculations. The complexity estimates 174 suggest that the proposed algorithm scales linearly with system 175 size if the discretized matrices in the localized Tucker-tensor 176 basis and the localized wave functions are sufficiently sparse 177 (realized for large-scale materials systems). Even in the case 178 where the sparsity is not realized, like relatively smaller 179 materials systems, reduced-order scaling with system size is 180 obtained if the Tucker-rank remains only weakly dependent 181 on the system size.
182
In order to assess the accuracy and performance of the 183 proposed Tucker-tensor algorithm, we conduct benchmark 184 pseudopotential calculations on both metallic and insulating 185 systems. In all our benchmark studies, we observe an ex-186 ponential convergence in the ground-state energy with the 187 Tucker rank. Further, we find that the number of Tucker-188 tensor basis functions required to obtain chemical accuracy 189 grows sublinearly with the system size, both for metallic and 190 insulating systems. Interestingly, the Tucker rank, and hence 191 the number of Tucker-tensor basis functions, was insensitive 192 to significant perturbations in the electronic structure-such 193 as those resulting from introducing random vacancies in a 194 nanocluster. The computational time for these benchmark 195 calculations suggests a close to linear-scaling complexity with 196 respect to the system size for both metallic and insulating 197 systems, which is closely related to the sublinear dependence 198 on the number of Tucker-tensor basis functions with the 199 system size. In the limit of very large system sizes, the 200 required number of Tucker-tensor basis functions will scale 201 linearly with system size. However, a sufficient increase in 202 the system size renders the matrices involved in the proposed 203 algorithm sparse, owing to the locality in the Tucker- Let A be a real-valued tensor of order three, 
231
The simplest decomposition of a given tensor is the 232 canonical decomposition [44] , given by a linear combination
233
of rank-1 tensors
where {v
is a set of orthonormal vectors for k = 
In Eq. (3), for each k ∈ {1,2,3}, {v
The coefficients tensor β : 
where A F = tr(A T A) is the Frobenius norm. One method 259 for solving the minimization problem in Eq. (4) is the 260 alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm [44] , and we refer 261 to [40, 43] for other algorithms.
262
The Tucker-tensor approximation discussed above becomes 263 unattractive in higher dimensions due to the exponentially 264 growing memory requirements for storing the core tensor 265 when dealing with larger dimensions. This has motivated 266 alternative tensor structured formats like tensor trains (TT) 267 [48, 49] 
where auxiliary indices α k vary from 1 to r k and r k are 270 called compression ranks or simply TT ranks. The basic 271 arithmetic and storage involved in the TT approach is linear 272 in dimension d and polynomial in r = max k r k . We also note 273 that more-general tensor decomposition approaches like the 274 hierarchical tensor representation [50] [51] [52] and tree tensor 275 network states [53, 54] have been proposed to reduce the 276 computational complexity and storage costs of the tensor-277 structured representations.
278
In this work, as explained in Sec. IV, we focus on 279 developing a methodology to compute a Tucker-tensor basis 280 that effectively represents the single-electron wave functions 281 spanning the occupied eigenspace of the Kohn-Sham Hamil-282 tonian. We restrict ourselves in this work to the Tucker-tensor 283 format since the single-electron wave functions are functions 284 in a three-dimensional space where the Tucker-tensor format 285 is efficient. Furthermore, the underlying representation of the 286 Tucker-tensor format provides a convenient way of computing 287 the Galerkin projection of the continuous Kohn-Sham problem 288 into the computed Tucker-tensor basis as discussed subse-289 quently.
290

III. THE KOHN-SHAM DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY 291
In Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) [2, 55] , the 292 variational problem of evaluating the ground-state properties 293 of a given materials system consisting of N e electrons and 294 N a atomic nuclei located at R = (R j ) 1 j N a is equivalent 295 to solving the nonlinear eigenvalue problem for N > N e /2 296 smallest eigenvalues
where i and ψ i denote the eigenvalues and the corresponding 298 eigenfunctions (canonical single particle wave functions) of 299 the Hamiltonian, respectively. In the present work, for the 300 sake of simplicity, we discuss the formulation in a nonperiodic 301 005100-3 setting restricting ourselves to spin-independent Hamiltonians.
302
However, the present discussion as well as the ideas proposed 303 subsequently can easily be generalized to periodic or semiperi-304 odic materials systems and spin-dependent Hamiltonians.
305
The electron density-a central quantity in DFT-at any 306 spatial point x = (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ) in terms of the canonical wave 307 functions is given by
where f ( ,μ) ∈ [0,1] is the orbital occupancy function, and 309 μ represents the Fermi energy which is computed from the 310 constraint that the total number of electrons in the system is N e .
311
In ground-state DFT calculations, it is common to represent f
which tends to a Heaviside function as the parameter σ 0.
314
In Eq. (6), the effective single-electron potential in the
315
Hamiltonian is given by
In the above, E xc represents the exchange-correlation energy and is given by 
340
For given positions of nuclei, the system of equations 341 corresponding to the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem is
where
As the Hamiltonian H depends on , which in turn is computed 344 from the eigenfunctions of H, the system of equations in 345 Eq. (11) is solved by a self-consistent field (SCF) iteration 346 in a suitable basis. Upon self-consistently, solving the Sham eigenvalue problem, the ground-state energy is given 348 by
Therein, the last term on the right denotes the nuclear-nuclear 350 repulsive energy E ZZ with Z I denoting the valence charge of 351 the I th nucleus.
352
IV. TUCKER-TENSOR ALGORITHM FOR DFT
353
We now present a Tucker-tensor algorithm for the solution 354 of the Kohn-Sham equations that has reduced computational 355 complexity in comparison to conventional approaches. In 356 every cycle of the SCF iteration, the proposed algorithm 357 provides a prescription to compute a nonorthogonal locally 358 adapted Tucker-tensor basis using a separable approximation 359 of the Hamiltonian. The Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem 360 is subsequently solved by projecting the problem onto the 361 span of this computed Tucker-tensor basis, and by com-362 puting the eigenspace corresponding to the occupied states 363 using Chebyshev filtering techniques. Let (n) denote the 364 input electron density to the n th SCF iteration and H n ≡ 365 H( (n) (x),R) be the corresponding Hamiltonian. The proposed 366 Tucker-tensor algorithm consists of the following key steps 367 with specific details discussed subsequently. (1) Construct 368 a separable approximation of the Hamiltonian by using one 369 of two proposed competing variational methods (outlined 370 below), 
408
Given the input electron density to the n th SCF iteration,
409
(n) (x), we begin by computing the local effective potential
We note that the evaluation of V H [cf. Eq. (9) 
Next, we approximate the kernel |x − x | −1 by a series 417 of Gaussians (see Ref. [61] , where also the values of 418 α p , β p are tabulated), and obtain for a rank parameter
419
T ∈ N,
Thus the computation of V H ( (n) ) reduces to the computation 421 of a series of 1D convolution integrals, as
Upon 
and denote by X the function space of all one-time (weakly) 445 differentiable rank-1 functions in . 
with the Lagrangian Here, λ is a Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the constraint
Minimizers of (19) 
where we introduced the one-dimensional quantities
We note that the integrals involved in the above expressions 
463
The minimizing functions ψ k (x k ) obtained from the self-464 consistent solution of (21) 
The weight is chosen as w( 
However, the eigenfunctions (ξ k,i ) 
the minimization problem in Eq. (25) 
In the present work, we choose r I k corresponding to the I 
where (·) T is the matrix transpose, the columns of the matrix 535 L b correspond to the finite element nodal values of the
with N i denoting the finite element basis function correspond-538 ing to node i. In practice, we use a truncation tolerance to achieve a compact 
We note that it is convenient to approximate the Kohn 
with V loc eff and V nl denoting the rank-r v Tucker-tensor decompo-565 sitions of V loc eff and V nl , respectively. As a consequence of apply-566 ing the Tucker-tensor decompositions V loc eff and V nl , the right-567 hand sides of (34) and (35) reduce to a tensor-structured format 568 involving one-dimensional integrals. Thus the computational 569 complexity associated with the computation of the discrete 570 Hamiltonian and overlap matrix in Eqs. (34) and (35) is evalu-571 ated to be O(r
v ), with n := 572 max k n k relating to the number of nodes in the one-dimensional 573 finite element mesh (univariate grid size). However, as we 574 use a localized Tucker-tensor basis, by exploiting the locality 575 in the basis functions, the computational complexity of 576 evaluating the matrix elements reduces to O(c
, where c denotes the maximum number 578 of nonzero entries in the matrices H and M. Finally, the inverse 579 overlap matrix M −1 involved in the computation ofH is eval-580 uated using a scaled third-order Newton-Schulz iteration [66] . 581
D. Computation of the DFT ground-state energy 582
a. Chebyshev filtered subspace iteration. An approximation 583 to the eigenspace of the discrete Kohn-Sham eigenproblem 584 in Eq. (33), spanned by N > N e /2 lowest eigenfunctions, is 585 computed by using a Chebyshev-filtered subspace iteration 586 (ChFSI) technique [67] . We refer to Refs. [19, 34] for the details 587 of its implementation in the context of finite element dis-588 cretization. The ChFSI technique exploits the rapid growth of 589 Chebyshev polynomials in (−∞, −1) to magnify the relevant 590 eigenspectrum, and thereby providing an efficient approach 591 for the solution of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem. eigenvalue problem for the n P smallest eigenvalues for every
and n P denotes the number of localized functions we desire to 620 compute at every atom centered at R P = (R P x 1 ,R P x 2 ,R P x 3 ).
621
The number n P is chosen to be equal to the number of 
where the columns of the matrix L correspond to the coeffi-628 cients of the Chebyshev filtered wave functions expressed in
629
Tucker-tensor basis, and with
Let K 0 denote the matrix in Eq. (39) for a reference atom 631 located at R 0 . We note that the matrix K P for any P can be 632 represented in terms of K 0 as
where [34] . 661 Furthermore, S −1 can be computed in O(N ) complexity if S 662 and S −1 are exponentially localized [68] . If the discretized 663 HamiltonianH and the matrix L are sparse with a bandwidth 664 independent of N , H φ can be computed in O(N ) complexity. 665 Following [34] , the electron-density is given by (cf. Eq. (60) 666 in Ref. [34] )
with μ being the chemical potential, σ = k B T , and k B the 669 Boltzmann constant. A Chebyshev polynomial expansion is 670 used to approximate f (H φ ) in Eq. (43), and if H φ is sufficiently 671 sparse, f (H φ ) can be computed in O(N ) complexity [27] . 672 Furthermore, the computation of the Chebyshev polynomial 673 expansion requires the evaluation of the Fermi energy μ, which 674 is achieved by using the constraint
Here, N e is the number of electrons in the given system. The 676 Fermi energy can be efficiently computed with the methods 677 described in Ref. [27] , which scale as O(N 
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
681
In this section, we investigate the accuracy, performance, The computational complexity of the proposed subspace 732 projection algorithm relies on the locality of the Tucker-tensor 733 basis, the locality of the localized Chebyshev filtered wave 734 functions spanning the occupied space, and the dependence 735 of the rank r d on the system size. The truncation tolerances 736 employed in the various stages of the algorithm determine the 737 sparsity of the matrices in our formulation (H,H φ , L ,S,W P ). 738 In the present study, we use dense data structures for all the 739 matrices involved, since the truncation tolerances employed in 740 our simulations resulted in matrices with fraction of nonzero 741 entries greater than 2% for the materials systems studied. 742 The overhead cost of using a sparse data-structure at these 743 density fractions results in more computational inefficiencies 744 than treating the matrices as dense matrices. In the present work, we employ the recently developed benchmark examples consisting of a single aluminum atom, 759 aluminum dimer, and an aluminum nanocluster containing 760 1 × 1 × 1 (14 atoms) fcc unit cell with a lattice constant of 761 7.45 a.u. For each of these benchmark systems, the relative 762 error in ground-state energy is computed as a function of the 763 Tucker rank r d , and is plotted in Figs. 1-3 . The results show that 764 both methods of computing the separable Hamiltonian provide 765 similar accuracies in the ground-state energies. Further, there 766 is an exponential convergence in the ground-state energy 767 for increasing Tucker ranks. We also note that the Tucker 768 rank required to achieve chemical accuracy (∼5 meV in the 769 ground-state energy per atom) is weakly dependent on the 770 system size: ∼25 for single atom, ∼30 for dimer, and ∼32 for 771 1 × 1 × 1 aluminum nanocluster.
772
We next employ method I for computing the separa-773 ble Hamiltonian while using the norm-conserving Martins pseudopotentials [58] in the Kleinman-Bylander form 775 [59] . The convergence of the ground-state energy with the 776 Tucker rank is examined for the benchmark systems compris-777 ing of single aluminum atom, aluminum dimer, and aluminum 778 nanoclusters containing 1 × 1 × 1 (14 atoms size for the aluminum clusters is found to be O(N 1.2 ). It is 808 remarkable that we obtain close to linear-scaling complexity 809 even for metallic systems with the proposed Tucker-tensor 810 algorithm for the range of systems studied. Albeit using 811 dense data structures in our computations, we obtain close 812 to linear-scaling complexity due to the sublinear dependence 813 of the number of Tucker-tensor basis functions on the system 814 size. We expect that in the limit of very large system sizes, the 815 number of Tucker-tensor basis functions will grow linearly 816 with the system size. However, the increase in system size 817 renders the matrices involved in the proposed algorithm sparse, 818 owing to the locality in the Tucker-tensor basis and the 819 localized Chebyshev filtered wave functions. We note that the 820 complexity estimates for the proposed Tucker-tensor algorithm 821 (cf. Sec. IV) suggest linear-scaling complexity with system 822 size for the case of sparse matrices. Thus we expect the close 823 to linear-scaling computational complexity to also hold in the 824 limit of large system sizes. Table IV . The computational CPU times per 868 SCF iteration for these systems plotted against the number 869 of electrons are given in Fig. 9 , and the scaling with system 870 size is found to be O(N 1.05 ). Figure 10 shows the electronic 871 structure-isocontours of the electron density-of CH 4 
